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Abstract 
We consider the scheduling of sequential and fork-join hard real-time tasks by following semi-partitioned 
scheduling. In this paper we briefly introduce a modification to the limited migrative model in order to support 
parallel tasks. 
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1 Motivation and Problem
Executing parallel tasks on multicore
platforms brings several challenges into
the real-time systems domain. Never-
theless, several scheduling approaches
have already been proposed in the
literature specifically considering this
type of tasks. Among the proposed
approaches, some use decomposition-
based techniques where parallel tasks
are treated as a set of sequential tasks
so that schedulability analyses devel-
oped for sequential tasks can be ap-
plied. Others, perform the schedula-
bility by using response-time analy-
sis techniques, or by analysing the re-
source augmentation bounds of the un-
derlying partitioned or global sched-
uler. An alternative class of schedulers
which has proven to be viable and that
has not yet been explored in the con-
text of parallel tasks is that of semi-
partitioned schedulers. In this class, a
subset of tasks is fully partitioned to
the cores at design time (i.e., no mi-
gration is allowed for these tasks at
runtime) and the remaining tasks are
scheduled using a global scheduling ap-
proach.
2 This research
We consider the scheduling of sequen-
tial and fork-join hard real-time tasks
by following semi-partitioned schedul-
ing. We propose a modification to the
limited migrative model in order to
support parallel tasks. In this mod-
ification, some tasks are fully parti-
tioned to the cores at design time and
each remaining task (which cannot be
assigned to any core without violat-
ing a timing requirement) may exe-
cute on a subset of cores by following
an execution pattern defined at design
time and guaranteed during runtime.
Fully partitioned tasks are referred to
as non-migrating tasks and remaining
tasks are referred to as migrating tasks.
Migrating tasks are treated as multi-
frame tasks [1]. A multi-frame task is
modeled by using a finite list of worst-
case execution time values correspond-
ing to successive jobs (a.k.a. frames),
repeating in a cyclic manner for all sub-
sequent jobs. To avoid migration over-
heads, a copy of each migrating task
is kept in each core where it has a job
to execute. In addition, work-stealing
is allowed among the cores sharing a
copy of a task. Whenever a job of a mi-
grating task is running on a core (say
core A) and another core (say core B)
with a copy of this task is idle, then
core B can help in the execution of the
parallel task by stealing workload from
core A. Prior to applying stealing, a
demand bound function (DBF) anal-
ysis is performed on core B so as to
guarantee that it can accommodate the
“steal workload” without jeopardizing
the schedulability of the other tasks al-
ready executing on this core.
23 Proposed Approach
Our approach envisions three phases.
1. Assignment phase. In this phase,
tasks are categorized into light (task
utilization ≤ 0.5) and heavy (task uti-
lization > 0.5) tasks. Then, a task-to-
core assignment heuristic is applied to
determine the non-migrating tasks. In
this process, sequential tasks are eval-
uated first. The intuition behind this
choice is to fill the capacity of the
cores as much as possible with sequen-
tial tasks and favor the work stealing
mechanism for parallel tasks in order
to decrease their response times. At the
moment, a pessimistic approach which
evaluates parallel tasks as sequential
tasks in the schedulability analysis is
adopted. This point will be refined
later on in our approach to answer the
question: how to provide a tight and ef-
ficient evaluation of the schedulability
of a parallel task on a multicore plat-
form?
2. Oﬄine scheduling phase. In this
phase, the execution pattern of each
migrating task (i.e., its execution se-
quence) is determined so as to meet
all the timing requirements of the sys-
tem. This process consists of mapping
the jobs (frames) of each migrating
task to the cores in an execution se-
quence. Because of this mapping, the
schedulability on each core can be ver-
ified by using uniprocessor schedulabil-
ity techniques. For example, assuming
that each core is executing an Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) scheduler, then
a demand-bound analysis can be per-
formed. If no pattern exists to sched-
ule a migrating task, then the task set
is deemed not schedulable.
3. Online scheduling phase. In this
phase, the work-stealing mechanism
from one core to another is imple-
mented. During runtime an idle core
(say core B) with a copy of a migrating
task can contribute to the execution of
this task by stealing workload from an-
other core (say core A) and executing
the (stolen) workload. Before stealing
any workload, an admission test is per-
formed on core B in order not to jeop-
ardize the schedulability of the tasks al-
ready assigned to this core in Phase 2.
Concluding Remarks. A number
of important properties are very en-
couraging in the proposed approach:
(1) Work-stealing operations at run-
time favor load-balancing among cores,
and consequently a decrease the av-
erage response-times of parallel tasks;
(2) The number of migrations among
cores is limited as a LMM model is
adopted and only cores sharing a task
can steal workload from one another;
(3) The initiative of stealing workload
always comes from an idle core.
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